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 Book Study 

We finished reading Treasure Island! 

Students can go back at any time to watch 

any of the chapters on their ELA Teams. We 

will continue to answer questions about 

Treasure Island using the RACE strategy. 

Students will also be creating and coming up 

with a project to show their learning from 

the story Treasure Island.  

Leveled Literacy Intervention 

We are continuing to use the program 

Leveled Literacy Intervention (LLI) to work 

build students reading abilities. Students 

will be reading the stories and filling out 

graphic organizers to answer questions 

about plot, facts, opinions and evidence, 

and also work on language components in 

English and ASL  The stories the students are 

reading are based on their own reading 

levels. Students that are online only can 

access the books and the worksheets in 

their Language Arts TEAM in their class 

notebook.  There is a tab section for the LLI 

stories and then under their name the 

worksheets will be available for the 

students to fill out. Online students can also 

email me a video of them signing the story 

so that I can provide them feedback on how 

to improve their fluency as they translate 

the English into ASL.  

 

Boom Cards 

Students can continue to log onto Boom 

Cards to practice vocabulary work and 

language skills. The goal is for them is not to 

finish each deck just once, but to use them 

as much as possible until they become 

familiar with the words and activities. This 

month we will focus on pronouns and verb 

decks, but any past one that is available can 

be done.  

 

Reading 

Please continue to have students read 

20 minutes every day. They can log 

onto Epic! to read the books that are 

available online if they need something 

to read.  

 

History 

This month we are focusing on learning 

about famous Deaf people in history. 

Students will continue to research and 

writing about a Deaf person who has 

impacted history.  We are also starting a 

unit of Ancient Egypt. Students will be 

reading and writing to answer the essential 

question “ Why did Ancient Egypt 

Civilization last so long?” 


